Jetta1 8 turbo

The cubic centimeters in this 20 Valve turbo charged engine represents what must be one of the
most tunable mass produced engines around today. The 20 valves are arranged as 3 intakes
and 2 exhaust valves per cylinder. The exhaust valves are larger and the intake design makes
the engine an efficient one. The compression ratio is set to 9. Technical information of this
engine: Bore size of 81mm 3. The peak power band is between and rpm, and delivers good fuel
economy as well around mpg. The turbo delivers a boost pressure of 8. The standard cast iron
engine block can handle power up to in factory tune and many owners have reported much
higher power gains than that. A remap on a standard engine will typically yield around bhp
increase, and, with the addition of a higher capacity turbo, a freer flowing intercooler and
efficient induction and exhaust design, power gains to around bhpbhp are possible. Expect to
have to upgrade the clutch when increasing the power of the engine or the clutch life will be
dramatically reduced. The pistons are forged aluminium Mahle, with fracture split forged steel
connecting rods mated to a forged crankshaft which is capable of handling far more that the
mild bhp tune. The engine code is found at the top part of the engine near the valve cover on the
side etched into the head. The engine codes are. Porting and flowing the head is really effective,
and we recommend a 5 angle valve job to maximise flow into the engine and this makes the
engine give better low end torque and increases it's efficiency. A fast road camshaft is one of
the most effective mods you can do on the 1. The competition cams are not great at low RPM so
driving in traffic can be tricky but a fast road cam works really well. The software take a lot of
getting right for the maximum power gains but interestingly most people report that the KO4
turbo runs fine on the standard manufacturers ECU Map. You will need to ensure that the
engine is not starved of fuel so will need to uprate the fuelling. If you find you suffer from flat
spots and surges after your modified parts you should check the fuelling and try a higher
octane fuel as well. Larger injectors will enable you to supply sufficient fuel to the engine. A fuel
pump will only deliver a finite amount of fuel, so you may need to uprate this if your injectors
are demanding more fuel. If you balance and blueprint the engine you'll be able to raise the
redline, and this should give quite a bit more power, if your turbo can supply enough air. Fitting
the KO4 turbo changes the characteristics of the engine and gives a more rewarding drive,
pulling hard, and even when the KO3 runs out of steam around rpm the KO4 still delivers good
power. You may think the KO4 is more prone to lag but this is not the case and both are very
similar as far as low down low boost power goes. We've found some hybrid turbos around,
which use the KO3 case, but reworked internals and these are great turbos. There are also twin
scroll turbos around now which are a great innovation. Weak spots - the engine oil must be fully
synthetic and changed at the correct service intervals. The engine takes 4. Interestingly the
Audi variants of this engine require 5w30 fully synthetic oil. Some users have reported
problems with early coil packs but most of these will have been replaced now and newer coil
packs do not seem to have any problems. The ecu will not appreciate a blow off valve venting to
the atmosphere and this will cause an error code to appear on a diagnostic. Please share this
page with your friends on :. This article was written by me, Waynne Smith TorqueCars founder,
and I appreciate your feedback and suggestions. This entry was filed under Volkswagen. You
can leave a response below or join our forum to discuss this article and car modification in
detail with our members. If you liked this page please share it with your friends, drop a link to it
in your favourite forum or use the bookmarking options to save it to your social media profile.
Feedback Please use our forums if you wish to ask a tuning question , and please note we do
not sell parts or services, we are just an online magazine. Name required. Mail not published
required. Your Constructive comments on this article. Hi, I wish to know about the Audi TT
petrole engine 1. Join our forum today and benefit from over , posts on tuning styling and
friendly car banter. You will also have full access to the modifed car gallery, project car updates
and exclusive member only areas. All car owners of all ages and from all countries are welcome.
Sign up now!!! Tuning for improved MPG Read more Engine Knock How to avoid engine knock
and pinging Read more Tips and how to respray: Respraying a car Read more Vehicle Wraps
Total vehicle wraps and applying vinyl wrap to your car. Read more Driving tips for the track:
Double de clutching Read more Review of car related news and developments. This site uses
cookies: Your use of this site implies acceptance of these,you can disable cookies read more.
Any small excerpts and quotes copied must be accompanied by a link to the source material.
We detect all unauthorised copyright material taken from our site the moment it is picked up by
the search engines using pattern matching tools. Use of this site: Please treat the information
on this site as purely speculative. Our content is protected by CopyScape. We accept no
responsibility for damage caused due to following a recommendation made on this site or in the
forum. It is your responsibility to check and verify any car tuning tip, car styling tip or other
articles content with a qualified mechanic before undertaking work or following instructions.
Something suitable for one model of car may be completely unsuitable for another - so we can

only give generic theory. Please drive sensibly we do not endorse speeding or racing on the
public highway or driving recklessly or in a manner than could endanger life or property.
Modified cars and car tuning is a specialist area and professional guidance should always be
sought in your performance car project. Save racing for the track and keep the roads safe.
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Breaking news: See More. Next Last. Reliability of Turbocharged engines, specifically VW 1. We
drive our cars to the ground. I'm not too concerned about "turbo lag" or high performance
issues, as these are secondary to our requirements. You can probably figure this out, when
we're researching the Golf Sportwagon ;- Took one for a test drive and all seemed great; but
most new cars run great, even my brand new Sportage back in ;- I've found out that there is an
electric motor that will continue to feed coolant to the turbocharger for up to 15 minutes once
the engine is shut off; apparently this is good move to extend the life of the turbo. Anyone have
this engine, I know it's a newer design so there may not be any reliable data yet. Thanks Gang!
It really depends on the manufacturer not the engine choice. Car died before turbo. Hi tk, Yes I
read the forum, and my concern is on the reliability and just wanted to get more feedback
specifically on the VW than only two responses. I dont have any info on the the VW power plant
specifically, but recent turbo's and incredibly reliable and most will outlive the car itself. I have
found that VW's and turbo's in general are very picky in terms of maintenance on time. When
taken care of VW's tend to last, but if they are neglected they will have a quick death. The
Government cannot give to anybody anything that the Government does not first take from
somebody else. VW makes one of the best small turbo engines, both gas and diesel. To last
long turbine needs fresh and high quality oil. Keep oil changes in check and let the turbine cool
down after high rpm run and you will be ok. Ditto on everyone, as long as synthetic oil used and
as long as you don't drive it like you stole it every single moment from cold engine start I went
through a bottle a year, something to keep an eye on but no biggie. My concern with VW is the
maintenance. Ask your dealer how much for the DSG tranmission service every 60,km; make
sure you are sitting down when they give you the answer. Is DSG related to the manual? Thanks
and take care. I almost dropped my tranny off the line No, it's the top end automatic. The days of
associating Turbos with problems are long gone and almost all new vehicles have smaller
engines with a turbo. You just have to make sure you do your maintenance and don't try to
skimp on them. That being said, the 1. Have a Jetta 2. Also picked up a GLI 2. Congrats to the
Winners! This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But
ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep
our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow
our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading
Autoblog. Pricing Specs Equipment. Interior Front head room 39 " Rear head room 37 " Front
shoulder room 54 " Rear shoulder room 53 " Front leg room Maximum cargo capacity Standard
seating 5 Exterior Length Fuel Fuel tank capacity Torque rpm 1, Payload lbs. Drive type
front-wheel Turning radius Research Another Vehicle. GLS 2. Viewing GLS 1. GLX 2. We notice
you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable

adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down
menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending
on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey
again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few
seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to
experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your
browser. By choosing this color:. Cancel Change Color. By choosing this option:. Cancel
Confirm. Updating Configuration That effort yielded a roomier, but hard-plasticky, compact
sedan for less money. For , Volkswagen is taking some concrete steps to restore some of that
luster. Under the hood, a gen-three version of the EA four-cylinder turbo replaces the 2.
Although the new 1. A faster-responding turbo and reduced engine friction help make the 1.
With the base five-speed manual, for example, the engine will pull in top gear on uphill grades
from rpm or lug down to to rpm around town without the need to downshift. We expect the Jetta
1. Also, unlike the premium-unleaded-sipping 2. The 1. Left to its own devices, the six-speed
autobox will upshift to sixth gear and lock its torque converter fairly quickly under light load,
which can initiate the conditions for the graininess. However, the drive
john deere 44 snowblower parts diagram
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r can tip through the gears manually with the shifter if so desired to avoid the drone zone.
Uneven or oddly cambered pavement is handled in stride with little or no effect on steering,
which now is electrically boosted with the 1. The steering itself has low friction and, although no
paragon of feedback, is quick enough for spirited driving and offers linear response to inputs.
When you put it all together, Volkswagen is giving us the with the 1. Displacement: cu in, cc
Power: hp rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's
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